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Vaterite: Interpretation in terms of OD theory and its next of kin
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Abstract
The polytypic structures of vaterite, CaCO3, described in recent literature, have been reinterpreted
in terms of the order-disorder (OD) theory, which allows us to explain and systematize all the observed
and predicted polytypes of the mineral in a unified fashion. In terms of this theory, the structure consists
of OD layers that comprise a layer of calcium coordination polyhedra and the attached halves of the
standing CO3 groups. The two-sided layer group of symmetry of the OD layer is c2/m, whereas the
interlayer symmetry operations are three twofold rotation axes at 120° to one another, as well as a
mirror plane in the common layer boundaries and partial c glide planes perpendicular to the boundary.
Depending on the orientation of the active twofold rotation axis with respect to the above-defined layer
mesh, performed independently in each stacking step, maximally ordered simple stacking sequences
P6122, P6522, C2/c, C2/c2/m21/m, and a more complicated sequence P312 or P322, as well as several
complicated or disordered sequences is obtained (before eventual relaxation to a subgroup of a particular
space group). A perfect copy of the vaterite OD layer occurs in the structures of the bastnäsite-synchysite
polysomatic series of fluorocarbonates. In these structures, the REE layers, configurationally analogous
to the Ca-based OD layer, have layer symmetry p32 and their stacking does not lead to polytypism
and OD phenomena; these are generated on the Ca-based OD layers.
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Introduction
The highly disordered crystal structure of the third polymorph
of CaCO3, vaterite, has been object of several interpretations, in
widely different space groups [e.g., Meyer (1969), the substructure
by Kamhi (1963), Medeiros et al. (2007), and Le Bail et al. (2011)];
the bulk of recent information was summarized by Demichelis
et al. (2012, 2013). These authors and Mugnaioli et al. (2012)
investigated vaterite, respectively, by ab initio calculations and
by automated electron diffraction experiments, proposing again
different crystal structures. Another group that published the results of ab initio calculations is Wang and Becker (2009), with a
structure proposal closest to that of Demichelis et al. and a good
summary of previous investigations.
All three groups of authors, however, describe the same type
of calcium layers and the same type of the loosely configured
interspersed CO3 layers in their proposed structures. Only one type
of each layer is present if we disregard small distortions in individual structures, produced by structure relaxation in a particular
space group. Mugnaioli et al. (2012) undertook a “normal-course”
crystal-structure determination, whereas Wang and Becker (2009)
and Demichelis et al. (2012, 2013) do not report a potential source
of their configurations, concentrating in detail on the structure
descriptions by means of layer shifts and changing orientation.
These, in principle identical and very plausible results, and the
hitherto generally unacknowledged presence of such layers in the
fluorocarbonates of the batnäsite-synchisite polysomatic series are
the rationale behind this contribution.
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Perusal of these results led the present author to the application
of the order-disorder (OD) theory initiated by Dornberger-Schiff
(1956, 1966) and further advanced by, e.g., Ďurovič (1997) and
Merlino (1997). A short review of fundamental notions of the OD
theory is given in the Appendix; we shall not repeat them here, and
it is recommended to start reading the appendix before the paper
itself. The crystal structure of vaterite lends itself both to one-layer
and two-layer OD description. The 3D results of the description
in terms of one OD layer type are easier to comprehend and it is
the approach adopted here.

The OD layers and their stacking sequences
The crystal structure of vaterite consists of alternating layers
of Ca coordination polyhedra (CN = 6–8) and “standing” CO3
groups, the latter with one edge of every coordination triangle
parallel to the layer stacking direction (Fig. 1). Calcium cations
form a fairly regular hexagonal net, and on both sides of it every
second triangle of the Ca net is accompanied by a CO3 group.
In their own “carbonate” layer, these groups are disposed along
three sides of a hexagonal prism with a height equal to the O–O
edge of the CO3 triangle and with alternating sides of the prism
unoccupied, with overall point group symmetry 6 (Fig. 2). The
hexagons form an openwork layer by sharing their sides but six of
them always surround and enclose a smaller ditrigon, which has
three CO3 triangles pointing toward its center, and three alternate
triangles pointing outward, positioned in its vertices (Fig. 2). The
cation sheet alone approximates closely the two-sided p6/mmm
layer group of symmetry; the CO3 layer alone approximates
symmetry p62m (with 21 axes and g planes situated between, and
parallel to, the twofold rotation axes of the two-sided layer group
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